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Brief History

McDonald Observatory, a research unit of The University of Texas at
Austin, is one of the world's leading centers for astronomical
research, teaching, and public education and outreach. Star Date is
the production of this organization. StarDate is the public education

and outreach arm of the University of Texas McDonald Observatory.

Scope and Coverage
This almanac organizes different programmes radio telecast,
publishing of Star Date Magazine, email services about sky related
information, etc. The Magazine called Stargazing includes many
astronomy related articles. It includes topics like constellations, moon
phases, sunrise and sunset calculator, meteor showers, eclipses, planet
viewing, etc. The almanac also includes “Astro Guide” which
provides image gallery, the solar system, etc. The almanac also
includes heading “Classroom” under this heading it provides different
lesson planning.

Kind of Information

This almanac gives tots of astronomical information like solar eclipse,
moon eclipse, milky way in sky, the solar system, all the planets,
moon, sun, etc. The articles are represented with suitable images,
videos, and podcasts. The following screen shot shows the anatomy
of an eclipse.

The Astro Guide of this almanac provides separate articles on all the
planets; different articles on sun, galaxies, articles related to cosmology, etc.
All the articles include images. Articles related to planets also provides
ready to use and at a glance key facts of those planets. Like about Venus
there is following key fact chart:

Special Features

 Star Date also organizes radio program airs daily on more than
300 stations in US.
 It also published bimonthly astronomy magazine is the perfect
sky watching companion for amateur astronomers or anyone
interested in celestial events and space exploration.
 Star Date offers astronomy resources to teachers, the media,
and the public.
 Users can follow StarDate in many ways like RSS feed,
Podcast, Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, etc.
 The almanac also includes a glossary of astronomical terms.

Arrangement Pattern

In this almanac different information are arranged in different way.
Like the astrological glossary’s arrangement alphabetical where as the
featured images are arranged chronologically. The planet viewing
heading provides list of planets arranged according to the distance
from sun (from near to far).

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

This almanac is a very good reference source of astronomical
information for students, researchers and also general peoples.
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